Evaluating Passage Performance of American Shad and River
Herring at the Island Farm Weir on the Raritan River
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Introduction

•
•
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•

Each spring from 2012-2017, we conducted weekly sampling for
American shad and river herring by angling and seining.
American shad and river herring were measured, sexed, and tagged
with Passive Integrated Transponder (PIT) tags.
Four antennas were deployed at the IFW fish ladder to record the
movement of individuals through the fish ladder to determine passage
duration and efficiency.
A camera system equipped with infrared lighting was deployed to
count and identify all fish species passing through the fish ladder.
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Left: Layout of antenna array in the IFW Fish Ladder. Right: Small and large
PIT tags used in this study.
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Study Site

Attraction and staging
times were highly variable
among individuals.
Transit times were
relatively short for most
fish, with a median transit
time of 14 minutes.
The main hurdles to
passage appear to be
1) locating the entrance of
the fish ladder and
2) progressing beyond the
first chamber of the fish
ladder.
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From 2013-2016, passage of American shad ranged from 47 to 309 individuals (𝑋" =
190) and passage of river herring ranged from 10 to 120 individuals (𝑌" = 72).
Video footage shows passage of American shad and river herring typically begins in
early April and peaks during April and May.
In 2014 and 2015, there was a strong increase in passage of American shad following a
high water event6. Future work will investigate this relationship and the potential effects
of temperature and the duration of sunlight on fish passage.

IV. The Raritan Fish Cam

Definition
The amount of time it takes for a fish to find the fish ladder.
The amount of time a fish remains at or near the entrance to
the fish ladder without making progress through it.
The amount of time it takes a fish to traverse the fish ladder.
The overall time it takes a fish to find the fish ladder, pass
through, and exit the fish ladder.
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Shad Passage Performance Results (2012-2017)
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From 2012-2017, 50 American shad and 116 river herring were tagged.
Fifty percent of American shad (25/50) and 4.3% of river herring (5/116)
were detected at the ladder entrance.
American shad that successfully located the fish ladder entrance were
significantly larger (TL = 508 mm vs. 447 mm) on average (t = 2.7623, df =
47, p < 0.0082).
Thirty-eight percent (19/50) of tagged American shad and 1.72% (2/116)
of tagged river herring successfully passed through the IFW fish ladder.
River herring are known to experience fallback when tagged4,5. Accounting
for fallback5, we would expect 20% of river herring to locate the fish ladder
entrance and 8% to pass successfully through the fish ladder.
Three river herring returned to the fish ladder the year after they were
tagged, demonstrating the first instance of iteroparity (return spawning
migration) documented for river herring on the Raritan.

II. Passage Metrics

River Discharge vs. Cumulative American Shad Passage

Cumulative American Shad
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Methods

Passage Density

Entrance (left) and
exit (right) of IFW
fish ladder with
white PVC
antennas installed.
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III. Video/ Environmental Data
Cumulative American Shad
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I. Passage Rates
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Populations of American shad (Alosa sapidissima) and river herring
(A. pseudoharengus and A. aestivalis) in the Mid-Atlantic have
undergone striking declines in recent decades1,2.
The recovery of these anadromous fish is hindered by dams along
spawning routes1,2,3.
With the recent removal of the Calco dam along the Raritan River, the
Island Farm Weir (IFW) in Bound Brook, NJ is the first obstacle shad
and river herring face in their spawning migration.
The IFW is equipped with a fish ladder, but its efficiency was not
previously evaluated.
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Results & Discussion
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Blueback Herring

Sample size = 26

*these do not include one shad from 2014 due to absent data.

Range

Attraction Time*
Staging Time*
Transit Time*
Passage Time

2.9 hrs – 15.9 days

5.4 days/ 5.9 days

0 sec – 19.6 days

1.8 days/ 10 hrs

6.5 min – 1 day
9 hrs – 18 days
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River Herring Passage Performance (2012-2017)
Range
Attraction Time
Staging Time
Transit Time
Passage Time

Mean/ Median

10.2 days – 363 days
0 sec – 12 days
13.6 min – 15.7 min
15 days – 354.8 days

1.8 hrs/ 13.5 min
7.8 days/ 7.3 days
Sample Size = 5
Mean

!

217.9 days
6.5 days
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14.6 min
184.9 days

•

A grant from the Rutgers Raritan River Initiative funded the installation of a livestreaming webcam available on RaritanFishCam.weebly.com from April 1st – June 30th.
The Raritan Fish Cam had hundreds of page views per day by the public and included
an identification key for many of the species commonly observed in the viewing window.
The Raritan Fish Cam was used at outreach and school events across New Jersey.

Conclusions
•
•

•
•

Left: Location of Island Farm Weir (IFW) along the Raritan River in Central New
Jersey. Right, Top: Location of IFW and sampling location along the Raritan River.
Right, Bottom: Aerial view of IFW with red arrow pointing to the IFW fish ladder.

Passage rates of American shad and river herring through the IFW fish ladder are low, with 38% of tagged American shad and only 1.72% of tagged river herring successfully
navigating to the exit of the fish ladder.
The four antenna array allowed for the identification of problem areas within the fish ladder. The main bottlenecks were locating the entrance of the fish ladder (50% of
American shad and 4.3% of river herring were detected at the entrance) and successfully moving beyond the first chamber (tagged fish displayed highly variable staging
times).
American shad and river herring begin passing through the IFW fish ladder in early April and passage peaks during April and May. High water events may trigger passage in
American shad.
The Raritan Fish Cam proved to be popular among anglers, educators, and the general public and is a compelling outreach medium.
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